MAC2 members and friends — Hello to everyone!

Our next meeting is:

March 5th, 2019 — Tuesday

at Creative Source (location details below)
6:30 PM — Socializing, news and announcements
7:00 PM — Presentations begin
Plus a fun DOOR PRIZE! (The raffle is for all attending, and the winner
could be you.)
This month's topic:

APPLE GOODIES AND GIZMOS
A well-rounded assortment of four common items now available as
uncommonly-great technology
to be presented by Tom Davis, Al Risaliti, and Annette Davis

The devices we will be featuring at Tuesday's meeting have something in common. Besides their
business ends typically being circular, all have existed in various forms for a very long time, but
now are available as digital wonders which are either sold as Apple devices, or can be used with
Apple devices. Our roundup will comprise two iPhone how-tos, one set of new Apple Watch
features, and one cool gadget for Mac. Tom will provide tips on how to use the various controls
of the iPhone's built-in camera. And utilizing that same lens for a different purpose, Tom will
show how to use the iPhone as a digital magnifying glass. Al will demo some of the latest features
of the Apple Watch, such as several new watch faces, and will explain how it can help with
driving directions, how the watch knows if you fall and how it can help you get help, how to
make use of the heart rate monitor, and, amazingly, how to take your own electrocardiogram
and send it to your doctor. Annette will show where to buy a digital microscope, what is in the
box, how to assemble and set up the microscope, and will demonstrate a variety of things you
can see with it, how to use its accompanying app, and how you can use it to take photos and
videos. March is traditionally the month for four-leaf clovers, and fittingly, our March meeting
will include four segments likely to leave you feeling lucky, and luckier still if you win the door
prize.
_______________________________

About the weather:
In these winter months, if the weather is particularly bad or road conditions are unsafe on
the day of one of our monthly meetings, please try to check your email before you leave for
the meeting. If a meeting is ever cancelled or postponed due to weather, we will send an
emergency email to let you know.
_______________________________

OUR MEETING LOCATION:
Creative Source
4623 Everhard Rd NW
Canton, OH 44718
330-497-5556
DIRECTIONS:
Creative Source is located in the Belden Village area, in the small plaza at the intersection of
Belden Village Street and Everhard Road. Within the plaza, it is to the right of PetPeople.
For a map, along with options to get directions from anywhere, please click here
About Creative Source: Creative Source is a provider of high-quality design, print ads,
posters, and impressive large-scale banners, signs, displays and floor decals. For more
information, visit their website at http://www.csforideas.com
_______________________________

FOR MEETING HIGHLIGHTS, SCHEDULES AND OTHER INFO, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
http://www.mac2mug.org
_______________________________

A watch, a camera, a magnifying glass, and a microscope are extraordinary tools, all the
more extraordinary (and powerful) if they are digital, and even more extraordinary (and
compact) if two of them are built into your phone. Please join us on Tuesday to see how they
work, and please feel free to bring a friend. See you there!
— Rob Ellis
MAC2 Macintosh Users Group

